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The 2017 European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibi-
tion (EBACE2017) was one of the most successful in recent 
memory, reinforcing its reputation as the industry’s most 
important event in Europe.
EBACE is jointly hosted by the National Business Aviation 
Association (NBAA) and the European Business Aviation 
Association (EBAA). This year’s show took place from May 
22 to 24 at Geneva’s Palexpo conference center and Geneva 
International Airport.
EBACE2017 featured more than 400 exhibitors, represent-
ing nearly 40 different countries, on the show floor. Many 
of the exhibitors unveiled new products and services at 
EBACE2017, and more than 450 journalists from Europe 
and around the world covered the event.
At EBACE2017, 56 aircraft were on display at Geneva Inter-
national Airport, and three more aircraft were displayed in-
side the Palexpo exhibit hall. Several aircraft were at EBACE 
for the first time.
“Anyone who spent the last week at EBACE can see the 
passion and professionalism that define this industry,” said 
EBAA CEO Brandon Mitchener. “This show was full of en-

ergy and excitement for the future, with amazing technology 
on display, in-depth policy discussions and more than a few 
deals closed.”
Mitchener joined EBAA as CEO in April 2017, and this year 
attended EBACE for the first time. “I’m thrilled to be a part 
of this industry at such a pivotal time,” he said. “Business 
aviation in Europe is growing, and this show featured several 
new business models that offer new opportunities to grow 
the market further.”
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen agreed, stating: “This 
show was an all-around success for attendees, exhibitors and 
the entire industry. This week once again highlighted the en-
during value of EBACE, and of business aviation around the 
world. Clearly, ours remains a forward-looking industry, and 
we are confident EBACE will continue to be an important 
part of its future.”

Next year’s EBACE will return to Palexpo and Geneva Inter-
national Airport on May 29-31, 2018.

ebace 2017
by Rocco Comandé and Luca Martinetto
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A personal point of view 
on #EBACE2017

by Guido Benedetto
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At EBACE2017 our contributor Guido Benedetto 
decided to tell the European Business Aviation 
Convention & Exhibition from an unprecedented 
point of view, we meet and saw him at work in 
Geneve during the EBACE making him a few 
questions about his way to live aviation photog-
raphy. 

1) Aviation and photography, every one is a Spot-
ter in his own way, how do you combine these 
two passions?

I have always tried to combine aviation and 
photography by documenting the story of my 
personal experiences. The camera has always 
helped me to live things from another perspec-
tive, it has always stimulated my seeing further 
and the desire to convey my experiences. Asso-
ciating aviation with photographs was a simple 
consequence of wanting to share what I like and 
have a memory of.

2) Why black and white?

Black and white is a choice of wanting to tell the 
EBACE through a register that is rarely used, 
really often for outreach reasons it is necessary 
to know by wire and by sign every element of the 
kermesse, every exposed airplane, every exhibi-
tor, any novelty. My whish was to tell the envi-
ronment, this very special event and the journey 
with a more essential cut, less dedicated to the 
new aeronautics presented and more geared to 
describing the general spirit that is lived in these 
days. For this, black and white photography cuts 
the distractions of the colors, leaving only the 
light and its contrasts.

3) What are the features which capture your at-
tention and become the subjects or details to be 
photographed?

I do not have a precise rule in identifying the 
subject to be photographed, for me the impor-
tant thing is to capture the image that is present-
ed to me, it can be a plane, a person, a detail, or a 
reflection.

4) Your experience at EBACE. 

Positive, it was an event I had never attended. 
EBACE exceeded my expectations, giving me un-
precedented clicks.

5) What are your future projects in this field?

Definitely another visit to EBACE for next year, 
perhaps with the aim of telling a different story, 
not just airplanes or workmen. But something 
with a cross-cutting search is an idea to build.

(Interview by Carlo Dedoni)
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citizen BLUE ANGELS 
WORLD CHRONOGRAPH A-T

The Blue Angels World Chronograph A-T 
comes equipped with atomic clock synchro-
nization for superior accuracy. This perpetual 
calendar chronograph is radio-controlled 
and shows time in 26 time zones. Featured 
in a stainless steel case with a blue polyu-
rethane coated leather strap, this timepiece 
additionaly features a 1/20-second chrono-
graph that measures up to 60 minutes, 
12/24-hour time, a power reserve indicator, 
a pilot’s rotating slide rule dial ring and an 
anti-reflective sapphire crystal. The official 
Blue Angels insignia appears on the watch 
caseback. Water resistant up to 200 metres.
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IWC RESURRECTS THE ICONIC DESIGN 
OF THE MARK 11

The Pilot’s Watch Mark XVIII Edition “Tribute to 
Mark XI” (Ref. IW327007) incorporates aspects of 
the iconic design of the historic Mark 11. The small 
rectangles at “3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock” and the hands 
are coated with luminescent material to ensure opti-
mal legibility, even at night. The model differs from 
the Mark XVIII from the current collection in that 
the indices are thinner and the triangular index at “12 
o’clock” is not flanked by two dots. Like the original 
from 1948, the functional sports watch is worn on 
a green textile strap, also known as a Nato strap. A 
softiron cage protects the automatic calibre from 
magnetic fields and the sapphire glass is secured 
against sudden drops in pressure in the cockpit.

The Pilot’s Watch Mark 11 with a black dial and 
luminescent white Arabic numerals was produced 
in Schaffhausen from 1948 until the early 1980s. It 
was primarily supplied to the Royal Air Force but 
was also used by other Commonwealth armed forces. 
In 1994, a subsequent civilian model – the Mark 
XII – started the enduring tradition of Mark Pilot’s 
Watches, which have long since been among the most 
popular watches manufactured by IWC Schaffhausen. 
This special edition will be available exclusively from 
Harrods in London for three months starting in July 
2017. After this, it will be available for purchase in all 
IWC boutiques and authorized retailers.

IWC Schaffhausen is launching a special ver-
sion of the Pilot’s Watch Mark XVIII featuring 
the original design of the historic Pilot’s Watch 
Mark 11. In reference to the year in which the 
first Mark 11 was produced, this special edition is 
limited to 1,948 watches.
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A LA CHASSE!   
100th  anniversary of ItAF Hunting squadrons

In the morning of Saturday June 24, 2017  the airport “Cor-
rado Baccarini “ of Grosseto, home of the 4° Stormo, hosted 
the celebration for the 100th anniversary of the Gruppi Caccia 
(Fighters Squadrons) of the Aeronautica Militare. This impor-
tant event has been chaired by the Aeronautica Militare’s Chief 
of Staff, Gen. S.A. Enzo Vecciarelli, who celebrated the crea-
tion, (took place during the First World War) of the current air 
force’s Fighter Squadrons. 
Over time they have become rich in history and tradition car-
rying out in numerous activities from they birth to the present 
days what perhaps is the most emblematic task of military 
aviation: the hunt.
Here the five Groups celebrated in this event:

-  the IX Gruppo Caccia, 4°Stormo, based at Grosseto AB;
-  the X and XII Gruppo Caccia, 36° Stormo, both stationed at 
Gioia del Colle AB;
-  the XIII Gruppo Caccia, 32° Stormo, based at Amendola AB;
-  the XVIII Gruppo Caccia, 37° Stormo, based at Trapani AB.

Each of the five groups presented in the static display one of 
their own aircraft covered with a special livery. In particular 
the IX, X, XII, and XVIII Gruppo presented each one a special 
Eurofighter F-2000A Typhoon with celebratory livery that 
covered the canard, airbrake, and fin (looking similar to the 
Royal Air Force special color aircraft).
The XIII Gruppo presented for the first time in Italy a brand 
new Lockheed Martin F-35A with a “special color” limited 
to the left fin. This group, is the first to have received the 5th 
generation stealth fighter.
The static display was completed with the Tornado special 
color from Reparto Sperimentale di Volo, the AMX and Ty-
phoon and a preserved F-104, F-16 Solo Display of  Belgian Air 
Component and by a single MB-339PAN.

After the ceremony four F-2000A Typhoon and a single F-35A 
took off and performing a couple of low pass in a diamond 
formation called “Centenario” to celebrate this event. The RSV 
Typhoon complete the flying display in the morning with a 
powerful demo.

In the afternoon has been possible to see the takeoffs and 
landings of the aircrafts taking part at the rehearsals of the 
Grosseto Airshow, which was held the next day at Marina di 
Grosseto’s waterfront.

The RSV showed almost all of its aircrafts with the TORNADO, 
Typhoon, T-346A and C-27J SPARTAN involved in the display 
while the Aeronautica Militare showed the UH-139A in a SAR 
demo, KC-767 in a simulated air refuelling with Tornado and 
AMX, the formation of “Centenario” with 4 Typhoons and the 
public debut of the F-35A, and a “renegade” formation with 
Typhoon and P-180. Showed for the first time also the Gulf-
stream G-550 CAEW. A beautiful private North American T6G 
Texan also has took part at flying display, with the Breitling 
Jet Team with L-39s Albatros and the belgian F-16 Solo Dis-
play were the foreign guests. As usually the Frecce Tricolori 
closed the Airshow with their display.

by Simone Marcato
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Some images taken by Marco Bazzan in Grosseto, during the 
celebrations of the 100 years of the “Hunting Groups” 
of Italian Airforce
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#gear

Unique bag opening for the rapid access to 
all camera equipment

Removable camera compartment 
for flexible use

Robust, large-area resting feet 
on the bottom of the bag

Stable mounting straps for 
tripod transport

Sturdy strap with diagonal 
fastening for convenient
 pocket access

Two additional large and well 
closable front pockets

Well padded bag interior for
 the secure transporting of
 medium to large DSLR equipment

Quickly accessible two-sided 
additional compartments in 
the interior for memory cards, 
batteries, mobile phones, etc.

Cullmann 
AMSTERDAM Maxima 520
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#gear

Canon Europe reveals the highly 
anticipated EOS 6D Mark II

Canon Europe, has unveiled the highly anticipated EOS 6D Mark II for 
both passionate hobbyist and professional photographers. A full frame 
DSLR camera featuring Canon’s latest generation technologies, EOS 
6D Mark II is designed for those photographers who want to take their 
photography to the next level.
 
Successor to Canon’s EOS 6D, EOS 6D Mark II is a highly capable full 
frame DSLR camera for a range of specialist photography categories, 
from travel to portraits. It offers huge advancements to users allow-
ing greater shooting possibilities, additional control and flexibility to 
achieve their photography vision. EOS 6D Mark II has been developed 
following feedback from users, and as such, will enable photographers 
to go beyond their limits as they take their creations further. With its 
new full frame sensor, DIGIC 7 processor, 45 point AF system and Dual 
Pixel CMOS AF technology, EOS 6D Mark II delivers the highest qual-
ity images fulfilling the needs of both professionals and hobbyists alike.

EOS 6D Mark II’s new 26.2 Megapixel CMOS sensor offers users of 
Canon’s current EOS 6D, and APC-S sensor EOS DSLRs, unrivalled im-
age quality and improved performance. Its high dynamic range ensures 
exceptional exposure latitude allowing users to push their boundaries 
when shooting in bright light conditions. The improved ISO 40,000, 
expanding to ISO 102,400, allows flexibility so documentary photogra-
phers can snap scenes with the confidence that details will be retained 
even in the darkest nights. Combined with the latest DIGIC 7 processor 
EOS 6D Mark II’s technology creates high quality files straight from the 
camera. Whether you’re shooting a starry night in your garden or even 
the Northern Lights, users have the command to ‘wow’ and expand 
their portfolio in new, exciting ways.

With EOS 6D Mark II users can command greater control over their 
creative vision thanks to the 45 point AF system, which can be custom-
ised and allows more precise tracking. The upgrade to EOS 6D Mark II 
gives users the possibility to capture difficult scenarios with fast, spon-
taneous action such as the bride and groom walking down a confetti 
filled aisle. Alongside DIGIC 7’s image processing advancements, EOS 
6D Mark II can predict the movement of a subject across the frame 
and respond rapidly. When combined with the 6.5 fps, EOS 6D Mark 
II opens a whole new range of possibilities. EOS 6D Mark II’s new AF 
system retains the ability to accurately lock onto subjects even in the 
lowest lighting, perfect for portraits in diminishing ambient lights.

Canon’s renowned Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology allows for high 
performance tracking as well as smoother focusing, and shorter focus-
ing times, for movies. These features are a great advantage for shooting 
macro and product photography aided by the Live View screen.
EOS 6D Mark II is the first full frame EOS camera to include built-in 
5-axis movie stabilisation that counteracts shake when footage is cap-
tured hand-held and on-the-move. The vari-angle LCD touch-screen 
allows users to switch focus at the tap of the screen and reach tricky 
angles when shooting unusual perspectives or in a crowd.

EOS 6D Mark II is the first camera from Canon to have both 4K time-
lapse movie mode and intervalometer for more diverse movie making. 
Getting creative is made even easier and capturing footage in up to 4K 
resolution is ideal for shooting star-scapes in brilliant detail. The built-
in intervalometer gives users maximum possibilities when editing their 
time-lapse movies.
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Offering even smarter connectivity, EOS 6D Mark II boasts 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth1 for an always on connection. Giving 
users even more flexibility when transmitting images to smart 
devices, users can easily share their work to speed up their 
workflow. Its capabilities allow photographers to control 
their camera from their smartphone to shoot images or video 
remotely; advantageous for users cautious of distracting their 
subject with movement, such as a resting butterfly. The built-
in GPS keeps track of location, allowing you to automatically 
chronicle the destinations in which you create your stories.

EOS 6D Mark II is the camera to have for users seeking the 
highest quality images every time to bring their story to life. 
With EOS 6D Mark II users have the confidence to shoot 
whatever the lighting, offering precision and accuracy so users 
can focus on their creative vision. EOS 6D Mark II is a compact 
and lightweight full frame DSLR camera. It is resistant to dust 
and moisture, making it ideal for on-the-go shooting whilst 
offering top performance to complement users’ needs. EOS 6D 
Mark II gives users the power to approach their photography 
in new, exciting ways and offers reliable high performance to 
unleash their creative ambitions.
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...a trip to luke air force base
by Fabrizio Capenti and Marco Papa

#report
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USAF F-16C 309th FS WILD DUCKS
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After the beautiful day spent at Yuma, our trip has brought us 
to Luke Air Force Base, at Glendale (Arizona), near Phoenix 
and 170 miles away from MCAS Yuma. We drove this distance 
just after the sunset, to allow us to rest near to Glendale and 
be ready around Luke AFB in the early morning of the 12th of 
August. 
Luke AFB is a major training base of the Air Education and 
Training Command (AETC), training pilots in the F-16 Fighting 
Falcon, and since late months of 2013 also with F-35A.
On 31 March 2011 it was announced that the F-35 Lightning II 
would replace the F-16 as the primary training aircraft at Luke, 
although the date of deployment of the new aircraft to Luke and 
reorganization plans were not announced. On 16 July 2013, the 
Air Force announced that Luke AFB will house a total of 144 
F-35A Lightning IIs.
The aircraft that flies from Luke AFB use the Barry M. Gold-
water Air Force Range, a relatively undisturbed area in the So-
noran Desert southwest of Luke Air Force Base between Yuma 
and Tucson south of Interstate 8. A large airspace where pilots 
practice air-to-air maneuvers and engage simulated battlefield 
targets on the ground. The immense size of the complex allows 
for simultaneous training activities on nine air-to-ground and 
two air-to-air ranges. The Luke Air Force Base Range Manage-
ment Office manages the eastern range activities and Marine 
Corps Air Station Yuma oversees operations on the western 
portion.

The host command at Luke is the 56th Fighter Wing, it consists 
of the following squadrons:

•21st Fighter Squadron, (“The Gamblers”), operate the Block 
20 F-16A/B for the Taiwanese Air Force, under a three-year 
pilot training programme called ‘Peace Fenghuang’ conducting 
advanced fighter training for the pilots of the Republic of China 
(Taiwan) Air Force.

•61st Fighter Squadron, (“Top Dogs”),flies F-35A  to train 
instructor pilots and initial qualification pilots for Air Combat 
Command assignments.

•62nd Fighter Squadron, (“Spikes”), conducting aircrew 
training for active duty USAF pilots , first F-35A received on 
2015.

•63rd Fighter Squadron (“Panthers”), since its reactivation 
in August 2016 flies the F-35A and conducting advanced fighter 
s part of a joint effort between Turkey and the United States.

•309th Fighter Squadron, (“Wild Ducks”), flies F-16C and 
F-16D aircraft drawn from production Blocks 25 and 42, con-
ducting F-16 crew training for active duty USAF pilots. Now the 
aircraft of this FS will be transferred to Holloman AFB.

•310th Fighter Squadron, (“Top Hats”), fly Block 42 F-16C 
and D models conducting training in night operations, forward 
Air Control-Airborne in the F-16, and MANTIRN (Medium Alti-
tude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night) training.

•425th Fighter Squadron, (“Black Widows”), are unique 
in USAF assigned combat aircraft as they also wear the Lions 
head insignia of the Singapore Air Force in place of the USAF 
‘star and bar’. Singapore received its first eight F-16A/B models 
in 1998, those being Block 15 aircraft with the strengthened 
airframes of the Block 30 variant. These ‘Peace Carvin’ aircraft 
remained at Luke initially for pilot work up training, and were 
joined by nine leased F-16As formerly operated by the USAF 
‘Thunderbirds’. In July 1994 the Singapore government an-
nounced ‘Peace Carvin II’, which saw the purchase of eighteen 
Block 52 F-16C/Ds (eight F-16Cs and 10 F-16Ds). 
Nine of these machines now form the 425th FS at Luke AFB for 
training.

USAF 11-5040 F-35A 61st FS TOP DOGS

SINGAPORE AF 96-5035 F-16D 
425th FS BLACK WIDO
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NORWAY AF 5087 F-35A
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The day spent at Luke proved to be positive, as we were able 
to take photos to F-35A’s of four nations: USA, Italy, Australia 
and Norway. These F-35A exemplars are the first to be deliv-
ered to the aeronautics of the states that bought it, and were 
immediately based at Luke to undertake the training courses 
of the instructors and pilot of the various air forces. We were 
very proud to have photographed one of the italian F-35A al-
ready based here, we took it also in Cameri Airbase during the 
first flight during the test campaign before delivery.
Training missions took place from 9am to 6.30pm. The Run-
ways in use were 21 Left and Right. The difficulty at Luke con-
sists to have luck that the aircraft lands on the right runway, 
between right and left, very often the approaching aircrafts 
change the runways to the last, forcing us to make runs or take 
photographs from far, the temperatures are high, so some pho-
tos were affected by heat haze.
We took also some nice shots at the F-16 of the remaining 
squadrons still based at Luke, USAF, Taiwanese and Singapo-
rean. Soon the presence of the Falcons will be reduced, some 
of these will be transferred to Holloman AFB so save space for 
F-35A.
At 4P.M. we left Luke AFB and we went to Mesa Airport and 
Phoenix.
During the weekend will go to the Grand Canyon as normal 
tourists.

NORWAY AF 5111 F-35A
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ITALY AF MM7334 32-03 F-35A 32°Stormo

AUSTRALIA AF A35-002 F-35A

USAF 93-0707 F-16A21st FS GAMBLERS

USAF F-16C 309th FS WILD DUCKS
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#accessories

Specifically designed with traveling 
photographers in mind, the Airport 
Roller Series maximizes interior 
space while easily fitting into airline 
overhead compartments.

Think tank Photo
AIRPORT SERIES ROLLERS

STREETWALKER ROLLING BACKPACK V2.0

Legendary durability and 
award winning comfort make 
the StreetWalker series one of 
the most sought-after products 
in the photographic world.

KEY FEATURES:

• Comfortable harness system allows you to roll the bag or    
carry it on your back
• Dedicated laptop compartment that holds up to a 15” laptop
• Fits two bodies with lenses attached including a 200–400mm 
f/4
• Specially designed interior to maximize gear for carry-on,    
meets most U.S. and International airline carry-on requirements
• Reinforced telescoping handle with rubberized touch points
• Tripod mount on front panel
• Dedicated smartphone pocket fits today’s large phones with a 
5.5” (14cm) screen size
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PIXI PANO360 REMOTELY CONTROLLED MOTORIZED HEAD

manfrotto

Manfrotto has announced the PIXIPano360, a remotely controlled 360° 
panoramic head for smartphones, compact system cameras, entry-level 
DSLR’s and action cameras. With real 360° head movement, the PIX-
IPano360 uses a photographic stitching algorithm to produce one seam-
less panoramic. The dedicated and intuitive app gives you full control 
over speed rotation and precise angle control meaning you can get the 
exact image or video you want to capture. The time-lapse and hyperlapse 
are quick and intuitive to set up, and you can also create super wide angle 
panoramas just by setting the width.
 
Manfrotto PIXI Pano360 is a very compact and lightweight 360-de-
gree rotating head, designed to work with both traditional cameras and 
smartphones up to 2Kg. It is easy to carry-around, intuitive and easy to 
set-up and use. 

It is equipped with ¼” inch thread screw on top and ¼” thread for 
tripods and is made of high quality metal, with small plastic details. It 
has a Bluetooth wireless connection and is controlled through both an 
included remote control and a dedicated iOS App. Precision panoramas 
and moving Time Lapse videos can be shot through the App, thanks to an 
intuitive and simple work-flow that guides users throughout all shooting 
options. 

PIXI Pano360 is a new and innovative solution to take creative images 
and videos in a simple and immediate way. PIXI Pano360 makes it ex-
tremely quick and easy to shoot time lapse video and panoramas, without 
the need of wasting time in post-production phase thanks to the com-
plete app that guide the users in all the phases of the shooting.
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#report

tactical weapon meet 2017

by Markus Altmann

Some pictures taken at the “Tactical Weapon Meet 2017” at Florennes 
by Markus Altmann.

Markus is 37 years old from Cologne, Germany. He is a semi-profes-
sional aviation photographer and Editor and founding member of 
AKSaviation.

His hobby is aviation photography and freelance journalism and as 
such, he has contributed images and reports to various printed and 
online media.

His interest in aviation began at the age of a little child and in the late 
Teen’s his interest in photographing aircraft began to flourish.

He is interested in military and civil aviation and has travelled 
throughout Europe, North America, and Asia in pursuit of expanding 
his portfolio and his photographic skills. 

In the last years aerial photography become a special interest.
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Dassault Alpha Jet E
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F-16AM Fighting Falcon Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29 Fulcrum

Lockheed Martin F-16BM Fighting Falcon Eurofighter F-2000A

HAF McDonnell Douglas F-4E
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29 Fulcrum BAE Systems Hawk T1
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Dassault Mirage 2000-5F
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#report

DREAMS SOAR
Flying alone for STEM and aviation education

by Elisabetta Puggioni and Carlo Dedoni
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In a very hot afternoon of the end of June, Cagliari Elmas 
International Airport welcomed the arrival of Shaesta Waiz’s 
piston powered Beechcraft Bonanza A36. The 29 y.o. girl is the 
first certified civilian female Afghan pilot who is making a solo 
flight around the world to promote STEM (Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering and Mathematics) and aviation education to 
encourage young women and minorities to believe in them-
selves and allow their “dreams to soar.”
Born in a refugee camp in Afghanistan in 1987, Waiz and her 
family fled to America to escape the brutal Soviet-Afghan 
war, which was amid ripping the two nations apart. One of six 
sisters in her family, Waiz was raised in Richmond, California, 
where she discovered an interest in aviation.
That’s when everything changed for her. While a student at 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Shaesta Waiz founded 
the Women’s Ambassadors Program in 2011 to increase the 
female enrollment through a modeled mentor program. In less 
than three years, under her leadership, the program helped 
increase female enrollment from 13 to 22 percent. With a 
mission to encourage more women to pursue STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math) and aviation-related 
degrees, Dreams Soar is a non-profit organization founded by 
Shaesta Waiz whose goal is to partner with strong female role 
models along her upcoming route around the world, and to-
gether, promote the importance of STEM and aviation educa-
tion, globally.
The global solo flight is the first phase of Dreams Soar’s 
worldwide effort. Supported by a “Dream Team” of collegiate 
students and young professionals, Shaesta aims to raise addi-
tional funds to award scholarships for young women and men 
worldwide in pursuit of STEM and aviation education.
Cagliari was the only Italian stop in Shaesta’s trip around the 
world and we were really happy to meet this brave and reso-
lute girl at our home airport and listen from her live voice the 
aim of this noble project and also the feelings and the thoughts 
lived during the fist legs of her long trip around the world.
The Bonanza A36 (registration N364ER) will fly over five con-
tinents making 34 stops and flying for more than 25,000 miles 
in 90 days. Shaesta’s global solo flight for STEM started and 
will end at Daytona Beach International Airport, and includes 
stops in Canada, Europe, India, Egypt, Thailand, Middle East, 
Singapore, and Australia.
 

Global Partners to this program include ICAO (International 
Civil Aviation Organization), National Business Aviation As-
sociation (NBAA) and BendixKing by Honeywell. 

For more informations please visit the website: 
dreamssoar.org
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Phantom Photographers 
The end of a Phabulous Era

by George Karavantos

#report

On the 5th of May, the official ceremony of the 
RF-4E Phantom II retirement took place in 
the airfield of Larissa. Along with them, 348 
Squadron ceased its operation indefinitely 
after 64 years of existence. George Karavantos 
visited Larissa, two days before the ceremony 
and he is offering us a small taste of this 
historic moment. That was the end of the last 
Recce Phantoms in Europe, the last Recce 
Phantoms of NATO. The end of the film!
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History:

Without any doubt, 348 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron “Matia” 
(Eyes) was one of the oldest and most historical Squadrons of the HAF. 
It was the only Squadron of its kind which had as a primary role the 
Photo-reconnaissance. 

It was initially established in 1953 and was based in Elefsina to cover 
the photo-reconnaissance needs of the former Royal Hellenic Air For-
ce. It belonged to 112 Combat Wing and was initially named Flying 
Group, operating six modified F-84Gs which were carrying cameras 
to their left tip tank. In July of 1954, it was relocated to Larissa and 
one year later, in May of 1955,  it received 20 new RT-33A Silver Star 
aircraft and was officially renamed Squadron. These modified RT-33A, 
were carrying cameras in their nose and on the back seat where the 
second pilot was seated. 

On August of 1956, these aircraft were replaced with the more modern 
RF-84F Thunderflashes. In fact the Hellenic Air Force was the first Air 
Force of NATO which received this kind of aircraft and the older RT-
33A were given to the Armeé de l’ Air. 
The RF-4Es were ordered during the second Phantom order under the 
name Peace Icarus II which was signed on the 22nd of October 1976. 
Under this “Letter Of Intend”, Greece ordered 26 extra Phantoms, 8 of 
them were RF-4Es. 

On November the 3rd 1978, the first RF-4E Phantom II, with serial 
number 77-1761 landed in Larissa airfield. All the deliveries were com-
pleted by the summer of 1979. Due to the fact that both types were 
equipping the 348 Sq, two separate “sub-squadrons” were made. The 
348Sq/RF-4E and the 348Sq/RF-84F. Each one was operating its own 
aircraft and had its own personnel and infrastructure. In fact these two 
squadrons were finally merged almost 10 years later, on July of 1987. 

The Greek RF-4E was identical to its older derivative, the RF-4C, apart 
from some small differences in its electrical equipment and they were 
all Block 66. Their serial numbers were from 77-357 up to 77-358 
and from 77-1761 up to 77-1766.  Their most important asset of their 
equipment was the KS-127A camera. These aircraft were also capable 
to carry 4 air to air missiles AIM-9 Sidewinders (AIM-9L, -P2 and –P4) 
for self-defence. 

At the beginning of 1990s, HAF was desperately looking for a solu-
tion in the aspect of photo-reconnaissance. The total number of the 
RF-4E had been reduced to 6 and when the HAF decided to finally 
withdraw the aging RF-84F, a big gap was created without any visible 
solution. The best solution would have been the remaining RF-4C of 
USAF which, were being withdrawn from active duty, after the end of 
the Gulf War, but most of them (if not all of them) ended up to the Spa-
nish Air Force. On March 29th 1991, the RF-84F aircraft were finally 
withdrawn after 34 years of active service, leaving behind very few RF-
4Es to carry out this heavy task.

 A way out to this dead end was offered by the German Luftwaffe. In the 
early 90s, due to collapse of the Soviet Union an agreement was signed 
under CFE (Conventional Forces in Europe) treaty amongst the NATO 
members and countries of the Warsaw convention for a great reduce of 
their armed forces. For that reason, in 1992, Luftwaffe (which was the 
largest export customer of the RF-4E) offered a great number of photo 
Phantoms to its two allies, Greece and Turkey (27 and 46 respectively). 
The first deliveries arrived in Tanagra airfield in May of 1993. Twenty 
of them were given to the squadron while the remaining 7 were kept 
for spare parts. Finally, after so many years, 348Sq had a fleet of only 
one type which of course had some minor differences but it was the 
same aircraft. 
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THE NEXT DAY:

The fleet of the remaining Phantoms had been reduced to only three 
active aircraft during the last years. These were the two ex-Luftwaffe 
ones, the 7540 (Special Livery of the 60th anniversary) and the 7499 
(Special Livery - The end of the film). The third one was the last 
American one, the 77-1765 with the ordinary Vietnam camo. The 
fate of these three aircraft has already been predetermined. In mid 
June, the 1765 and the 7540 will depart again for their last time from 
Larissa. The ex-German one will land at Tanagra to join the small 
collection of preserved aircraft which are being kept there, while the 
American one will fly to Andravida, which might be used for spare 
parts. The special one will take the place where it really belongs, as a 
gate guard next to the general headquarters of the base. 
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EPILOGUE:

Despite the fact that the philosophy of aerial reconnaissance con-
cerning the utilisation of special photo-reconnaissance aircraft had 
already been changed for many years now, nobody could argue the 
fact that this “dinosaur” was offering a lot of advantages compare 
to other multi-mission tactical fighters which were only carrying a 
camera pod. The RF-4E was a specialized reconnaissance platform 
having assumed the role of electronic reconnaissance with the ASTAC 
pod during the last two decades. The efficiency of 348 Mira never left 
any room for doubt as crews were achieving high rates of mission 
successes while still using pretty much the same equipment that the 
RF-4E carried 39 years ago!
But during the recent years the RF-4E had become very demanding 
but most of all, very expensive in terms of usage and maintenance 
costs. Back in 2012, when HAF decided to start slowly the withdrawal 
of the type, it had been estimated that the cost per flying hour was 
around €16.350!
Unlike its modernised brother, the RF-4E’s legendary history stops 
here after the completion of 39 successful years of operation while 
the Squadron which offered it a good care goes along with it. The 
Phabulous Photo Phantom will always be in our minds and in our 
hearts with its distinguishable shape and sound, roaring over the 
Greek skies.
 Long Live the Legend!
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#gear#accessories

Fujitsu Offers Unrivalled Mobility With 
Two New Superior LIFEBOOK Models

Fujitsu has introduced its new flagship 
notebook for the EMEIA region (Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa and India), the 
international edition of FUJITSU Note-
book LIFEBOOK U937. Weighing just 
920 grams, the lightest ever ultra-mobile 
model in Fujitsu’s line-up joins an exclu-
sive club of sub-1kg 13.3-inch clamshell 
notebooks that can also provide up to 11 
hours of battery performance.
The LIFEBOOK U937 is no lightweight 
when it comes to performance, power 
and connectivity. It features the lat-
est, 7th generation Intel® Core™ i7 
processor, solid-state drives, and runs 
Microsoft Windows 10 Pro, making it the 
perfect choice for the busy executive who 

needs more than a tablet while on the 
move. With a full keyboard, 13.3-inch 
touch display and 4G/LTE, the LIFE-
BOOK U937 provides the freedom to 
work anywhere, anytime.
Nor is there any compromise on security 
for the LIFEBOOK U937, with biometric 
security included as standard, with the 
choice of either fingerprint reader or 
Fujitsu PalmSecure palm vein authen-
tication. Further protection comes with 
an integrated SmartCard reader and 
enterprise-class TPM 2.0 encryption. A 
solid magnesium housing ensures the 
15.5mm thin LIFEBOOK U937 is tough 
on the outside, too.
In many cases, shorter battery life, 

lower performance or limited connectiv-
ity – for example the necessity of using 
dongles for external ports – have been 
the trade-offs for a lightweight notebook. 
There is no need to make these compro-
mises with the LIFEBOOK U937, with 
up to 11 hours of battery life and boasts 
a full set of interfaces including full-size 
LAN and HDMI connector, plus embed-
ded WLAN / WWAN connectivity and 
Bluetooth. For additional convenience, 
Fujitsu also offers a USB Type-C port 
replicator, allowing connection to an 
external display, mouse, keyboard, and 
other peripherals.
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New long-life LIFEBOOK S937 
for mobile professionals

Alongside the LIFEBOOK U937, Fujitsu intro-
duces the new LIFEBOOK S937, a notebook with 
battery power that is guaranteed to get even the 
most demanding business user through the long-
est of working days. 
The new model is perfect for the power user who 
needs a bright screen, a backlit keyboard and full 
computing power – and expects this all day long, 
providing 15-plus hours of operation as standard. 
To go beyond expectations, the LIFEBOOK S937 
features a second battery which slots into the 
modular bay to provide an additional 6 hours of 
runtime. 
Available security features include a choice of 
embedded palm vein or fingerprint sensors, a 
SmartCard reader and TPM 2.0 to help protect 
data from unauthorized access.
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tiger meet 2017
by Danny Reijnen

#portfolio
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French Navy Rafale

Switzerland AF F/A-18 Hornet French-Rafale 
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French Navy
Grumman E-2C Hawkeye 

French - Air Force Rafale B

German AF Tornado ECR

French-Rafale 
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Belgian Air Force F-16AM 

ItAF F-2000A Typhoon

Flight line
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French - Navy Dassault Rafale M

Netherlands - Air Force  F-16AM German AF Tornado ECR

Switzerland AF F/A-18 Hornet

Czech AF JAS-39 Gripen



#accessories

Tamron SP70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD G2

The new SP70-200mm F/2.8 G2 (Model A025) telephoto lens 
reimagines the highly acclaimed Model A009 with enhanced opti-
cal performance, improved VC (Vibration Compensation), faster AF 
speed and accuracy, and shortened MOD (Minimum Object Distance) 
for greater flexibility. What’s more, compatibility with Tamron tele 
converters provides additional focal length.
In keeping with the SP series’ innovative technology, the lens is 
designed to be durable, flexible and resilient enough to rise to any 
occasion.

High resolution meets beautiful bokeh
Every aspect of the SP 70-200mm F/2.8 G2 (Model A025) zoom has 
been improved, providing high image quality and enhanced bokeh 
throughout. Optical design features include XLD (eXtra Low Disper-
sion) and LD (Low Dispersion) glass to eliminate chromatic aberra-
tions across the entire zoom range, ensuring optimum resolution— 
even at the edges. eBAND Coating designed exclusively for this new 
zoom offers superior anti- reflection properties, greatly minimizing 
flare and ghosting. And refined bokeh provides spectacular back-
ground effects from nearly any angle.

Accuracy in action
The USD (Ultrasonic Silent Drive) ring-type motor, 
along with two high-performance microcomputers, 
ensures excellent focusing speed and accuracy. The 
Full-time Manual Focus override allows you to make 
fine adjustments while using AF, without having to 
switch from AF to MF mode.

Keep it steady with VC equal to 5 stops
Tamron’s best-in-class VC* image stabilization per-
formance is equivalent to 5 stops**, according to CIPA 
standards. Plus, this lens offers a choice of three VC 
modes, including one exclusively for panning. Now 
you can match the VC mode to your shooting condi-
tions and enjoy sharp, jitter-free handheld shooting—
even in low light.
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Tamron 18-400mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC HLD

Introducing the world’s first*1 ultra-telephoto all-in-one zoom lens with an 
extended range that covers 18-400mm
Dramatic extended range achieved by combining cutting-edge optical design 
and other new breakthrough technologies including a redesigned cam struc-
ture
Tamron announces the launch of the new 18-400mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC HLD 
(Model B028), the world’s first ultra-telephoto all-in-one zoom lens for APS-
C DSLR cameras, which covers a focal length range of 18-400mm. Since the 
1992 launch of its AF28-200mm F/3.8-5.6 Aspherical (Model 71D), Tamron 
has dominated the all-in-one zoom category and has produced many lenses 
that cover wide-angle to telephoto zoom ranges. 
Tamron has now developed an ultra-telephoto all-in-one zoom that extends 
to 400mm (35mm equivalent of 620mm) and a 22.2x zoom ratio. Packed in a 
light, compact body (121.4mm/705g)*2 is Tamron’s accumulated knowledge 
and experience for all-in-one zoom lenses, including the most advanced opti-
cal and mechanical designs, an HLD (High/Low torque modulated Drive) for 
the AF system and the Vibration Compensation system. Photographers can 
now enjoy wide-angle to ultra-telephoto photography using one lens, which 
is ideal for travel photography and eliminates the need to carry extra lenses. 
The new Model B028 lens enables a wide variety of ultra-telephoto images 
including everyday casual scenes.
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nato e-3a component 
35th anniversary

pictures by Markus Altmann

#report

GEILENKIRCHEN, Germany - The NATO Air Base has celebrated 
35 years of NATO AWACS presence in Geilenkirchen with an 
Open Days event.

Over 37,000 guests passed through the air base from July 1 – 2, 
2017 to mark this special occasion. The Open Days event pro-
vided the public with a unique opportunity to see first-hand what 
happens on the base and at the same time receive insight into the 
E-3A Component’s history, aircraft and daily operations.

“The Open Days were a big success. We took the chance to show 
the people what NATO stands for and especially the E-3A Component. 
The amount of visitors underlines the support we get from the 
outside world,” said Lieutenant Colonel Raimund Schulz, Chair-
man of the 35th Anniversary Committee.

The 35th Anniversary aircraft was the highlight of the celebrations with 
over 60 aircraft on display.
(NATO E-3A Component Public Affairs Office)
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Rockwell B-1Bs LANCERs 
strategic bombers at 
RAF Fairford 

#report

by Fabrizio Capenti, Marco Papa and Simone Marcato
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Last June 2017 three Rockwell B-1B Lancers strategic 
bombers from the 28th Bomb Wing (BW) assigned to 
Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota, joined three B-
52H Stratofortresses strategic bombers at RAF Fairford, 
in Gloucestershire, 
in order to support the exercises Saber Strike and BAL-
TOPS. The 28th BW is assigned to the Eighth Air Force 
(8 AF) of the Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC) 

Two B-52Hs Stratofortress came from Al Udeid, and one 
came from Minot Air Force Base, North Dakota. They 
landed at RAF Fairford few days earlier than the Bones 
(the nickname of the B-1Bs) taking part also at 
the exercise Arctic Challenge. All the three B-52H are 
from 2nd Bomb Wing (BW) assigned to the Air Force 
Global Strike Command and Eighth Air Force, based at 
Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana.

The three B-52H from Barksdale AFB were:
60-0002 (LA) 2nd Bomb Wing “Lets Roll”
60-0021 (LA) 96th BS part of 2nd BW “Black Jack”
61-0020 (LA) 20th BS part of 2nd BW “The Big Stick”
 
Few days later the arrive of the Lancer and the Strato-
fortress also two Northrop B-2A Spirits stealth strategic 
bombers from 509th Bomb Wing (assigned to the Air 
Force Global Strike Command, Eighth Air Force.) based 
at Whiteman Air Force Base, Missouri,
have deployed to RAF Fairford too, to demonstrate the 
USAF flexible global-strike capability although they 
didn’t take part at the European Command’s exercises.

The two B-2 Spirit deployed were:
82-1068 “Spirit of New York”
88-0329 “Spirit of Missouri”

For the first time ever in the European theatre all three 
of the United States Air Forces strategic heavy bombers 
have been deployed together on training exercises at the 
same base. 
The aircrafts stationed at RAF Fairford for around three 
weeks and approximately 800 U.S. Air Force Global 
Strike Airmen were involved in this deployment, famil-
iarizing and enhancing the interoperability with air bases 
and operations in different combatant commands and 
scenarios with allied nations.
Several long-duration missions has been flown by these 
bombers over the Baltic Sea and North Europe, including 
some night missions. On the 17th the B-B 85-0084 took 
off at 06.40L for a 7 hours mission over Baltic Sea.

The B-1B is a supersonic variable-sweep wing, part of 
Strategic bombers of the USAF fleet. The first version of 
the Lancer was the B-1A that had a top speed of Mach 2.2 
at high altitude and the capability of flying
for long distances (large amount of fuel needed) at Mach 
0.85 at very low altitudes. The combination of the high 
cost of the aircraft, the introduction of the AGM-86 
ALCM cruise missile that flew the same basic profile, and 
the early work on the stealth bomber
all significantly affected the real need for the B-1. This 
led to the program being cancelled in 1977, after four 
B-1A prototypes had been built.
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dornier museum
by Giorgio Varisco

#report

There are only few cities whose name is closely tied with the 
history of aviation. Friedrichshafen, lying on the German shore 
of Lake Constance, certainly is one of these, having housed 
famous historical aviation companies such as Zeppelin, Dornier 
and Maybach.

To remember the significant contribution of aviation to the 
economic growth of the city, Friedrichshafen hosts two aviation 
museums, dedicated to Dornier and Zeppelin.
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Dornier Do 31 
Positioned as gate guardian to the museum, the Dornier Do 31 is the only jet transport 
plane with VTOL capabilities to have ever flown. Its development began in the Sixties, 
when it was common thought that conventional runway would be an easy target in 
case war broke out. Several NATO nations began developing VTOL combat aircraft, 
able to operate from dispersed bases such as highway sections, and VTOL transports 
to support them. The Harrier became the only project to become operational, and all 
other projects, including the Do 31, were cancelled due to increasing costs. The Do 
31 was powered by two turbofans with Harrier-like tilting nozzles and eight lifting 
turbojets in vertical position, four per each wingtip pod. The prototype on display in 
Friedrichshafen was not actually fitted with lifting jets, and the only prototype with 
VTOL capabilities is on display at the Deutsches Museum Flugwerft Schleissheim at 
Oberschleissheim.

There are only few cities whose name is closely tied with the 
history of aviation. Friedrichshafen, lying on the German shore 
of Lake Constance, certainly is one of these, having housed 
famous historical aviation companies such as Zeppelin, Dornier 
and Maybach.

To remember the significant contribution of aviation to the 
economic growth of the city, Friedrichshafen hosts two aviation 
museums, dedicated to Dornier and Zeppelin.
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Dornier Museum

Dornier Flugzeugwerke was founded by Claude Dornier in 
1922, and between the World Wars it became famous for 
its seaplanes, especially the Do J Wal and the impressive 
12-engine Do X flying boat. During the Second World War 
it built medium bombers such as the Do 17 and the fastest 
piston-engined fighter of the war, the push-pull Do 335 Pfeil, 
which could not reach the front lines before the end of the 
war. After the war, it successfully built several light transport 
planes, as well as the Alpha Jet trainer in a joint venture with 
Breguet. The company was purchased by Fairchild in 1996, 
and started to develop the regional airliner Do 728. Howev-
er, despite significant interest by several airlines, none of the 
prototypes ever took flight, as the company closed in 2002.
The Dornier Museum is located within walking distance of 
Friedrischafen Airport terminal and its railway station. It 
consists of both an indoor and an outdoor exhibit, and it is 
possible to purchase a discount combo ticket to visit both 
Dornier and Zeppelin museums at a reduced price. Most of 
the larger aircraft are open, and the interior can be visited 
freely.

Dornier Do 29 
The Dornier Do 29 is another son of the “VTOL-mania” of the first 
decades of the Cold War. It was an experimental aircraft based on the 
Do 28 intended to have VTOL capabilities by tilting the propeller shafts. 
Full VTOL capabilities were never tested, but it was shown to have ex-
cellent STOL performances with the propellers tilted 60°.

Dornier Do 28E TNT
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Dornier Merkur (replica)

Dornier Do J Wal (replica)
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Dornier Do 28A 
The Dornier Do 28A is a twin-engine development of the single engine Do 27 light plane, 
with the engines unusually located on the sides of the fuselage instead of under the 
wings. It had excellent STOL capabilities. The aircraft on display was the personal plane 
of former German Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauss.
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Dornier Do 28D Skyservant

Breguet Br.1150 AtlanticFairchild-Dornier Do 328
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Breguet Br.1150 Atlantic

Breguet Br.1150 Atlantic

Breguet Br.1150 Atlantic

Dornier Do 228-200
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Zeppelin Museum

Graf (count) Ferdinand von Zeppelin flew the LZ1, the first rigid airship in the world, on Lake Con-
stance in 1900. Rigid airships, unlike “classic” airships (called also “blimps”) do not deflate when 
the lifting gas is removed. In 1910 DELAG became the world’s first airline when it started carrying 
passengers on scheduled commercial flights with Zeppelin airships. During the First World War, 
Zeppelin airships were used for strategic bombing and maritime patrolling. Between the World 
Wars, Zeppelin airships performed regular transatlantic passenger service. On 6 May 1937 the air-
ship LZ129 Hindenburg caught fire while landing in Lakehurst, killing 35 out of 97 people on board 
and an assistant on the ground. This accident, and the dawn of the era of more practical jet airliners 
after the war, marked the end of the era of passenger airships.
The Zeppelin Museum is built near the Friedrichshafen harbour, and it can be easily reached by 
train, being next to the Friedrichshafen Hafen railway station. It contains lots of memorabilia from 
the airship age, which range from the riveting machines used to build these flying giants to charred 
girders from Hindenburg itself. However, the most notable exhibit of the museum is the full size 
replica of part of Hindenburg’s passenger cabin. It is possible to climb into the cabin and appreciate 
how it was crossing the Atlantic in the Thirties, compared with today’s cramped airliner cabins.
Outside the museum, it is often possible to see a Zeppelin NT airship carrying passengers on 
30-minutes to 2-hours panoramic flights above Lake Constance. I was really surprised and lucky to 
see that it was carrying a temporary livery commemorating 100 years since von Zeppelin’s death. 
A most fitting tribute to one of the men who contributed the most to the birth of commercial avia-
tion!

zeppelin museum
by Giorgio Varisco

#report



Zeppelin NT airship
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Springhawk 2017

On the 27th of April, the eleven Red Arrows aircraft 
departed RAF Scampton, the Squadron’s base in 
Lincolnshire, bound to Greece. In the back seats of 
the Hawks were the RAF engineers specially se-
lected from the Squadron to accompany the Reds 
throughout their training. The team made a techni-
cal stop in France and Spain, to refuel before con-
tinuing to Italy, where they made their night stop, 
before flying to Tanagra, Greece. The aircraft and 
personnel arrived at Tanagra, home of the HAF 114 
Combat Wing and Greek Mirage 2000 fleet, the 
following day and stayed in Tanagra for four weeks. 
During this period the team was practicing three 
times per day, five days a week.

While at Tanagra, the Red Arrows had been carrying 
out their full, rolling and flat displays at different 
locations known as datums. Each of these was

by George Karavantos
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The famous British aerobatic team, the RAF Red Arrows, visited Greece 
for the third consecutive year for their rehearsals before the air show 
season. George Karavantos took this opportunity to watch one day of 
their training from closeby.
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